
Meeting No 36 

Minutes of Holland Park Surgery Walsall Patients’ Representative Group 

Thursday 6th August 2018 at 11am 

Att: Chairman; Jeff Powell, Christine Bladon, Lesley Bloxham, Brian Stringer, Lilian 

Addis, Estelle Powell, Alan Morgan, Diane Jones, Jill Morgan, J Carver, Heidi Hewitt, 

Greg Bloom. 

Apologies Julia Moore, Maggie Bennett, Eric Windsor, Ken Reynolds, Dr M 

Stevens.    

 Minutes of last meeting. 

Minutes of the last meeting were read and agreed. PRG Meeting minutes 14th June 

2018.  

 GB reported back to the group on the new telephone message. GB/HH said 

that the new messages had now been recorded and they were just waiting on 

being tested by the communications group who were handling the new 

messages.  

 GB advised the group that the Urgent appointments were now ALL being 

offered at 8am instead of calling back at 1pm and this was proving to be very 

successful with good feedback from patients and staff.    

   

1.   Practice Manager Update 
 Dr Swapna Uppala is settling in very well at HP. She works Monday, 

Wednesday and a Thursday half day and is being trained by Dr Stevens. 

She will be with us until April next year.  
 We have recently recruited a new HCA – Leanne Phillips who will start 

with us on 3.9.2018. She can do Flu injections, Bloods, B12’s, Ear syringe, 

Diabetic checks etc.  

 Dr Johal will more likely increase her sessions in October after her return 
to work period from maternity leave.  

 Clinical Pharmacists and Advanced Nurse Practitioners are now being used 

very well with patients actually asking to book in with them instead of 
GP’s.  

 GB advised that although appointment wait times are very good at 

Holland Park at present there will be no guarantee when we hit winter 
pressures, although steps will be taken to help with this.  

 The extended access hubs have been working very well and it has been 

said that there is hopefully going to be one in the east locality probably 

being based at Anchor Meadow.  
 GB also advised that Pharmacy First is being promoted and pushed again 

at present. This is a minor ailments scheme whereby you can obtain free 

medical advice and free medication without the need of seeing a GP. 
Lloyd’s pharmacy based in the building is taking part.  



 GB informed the group that Holland Park had taken part in 3TT – a 

diabetes care scheme and had achieved 47% which was a fantastic score.
  

2.   Suggestion Box  

There were 2 positive feedback forms in the suggestion box.  

1. For Lisa Holmes (Practice Nurse). 1st class appointment in every way, 

lovely girl from Mrs J Allport 25.6.2018  

2. Please accept this compliment about the excellent service our family 

always receives. This includes all GP’s we have seen and nurses, 

pharmacists and the reception staff. The best practice our family have 

ever had from Elizabeth Lee.       

  

3.   Next year’s PRG 
JP asked the group if they were happy to continue on the board of the PRG. DJ 

said that it occasionally clashes with another meeting she has to attend and may 

resign but will see how she goes for now. Mr John Carver has shown an interest 
in joining and also Sarah Windsor. Mr Carver has been invited to the PRG/AGM 

today; JP will see Eric Windsor about Sarah’s interest.    

   

4.   Newsletter 

JP and BS will arrange with HH to do a newsletter. This may include AGM, Staff 

updates, Hubs, Flu clinic dates and the 2 different types for under/over 65’s. 

5.  Survey for flu clinics 

HH handed out a copy of last year’s survey to the group. She asked that over 

the next week they look over it to see if the questions are still appropriate and 

let her know if any questions need removing or adding. GB advised that he 

would like adding - Have you used the Out of Hours Service provided by 

WALDOC during our half day closing on Thursday afternoon? JP to gather 

information and feedback to HH for implementing any changes. HH will get the 

flu clinic dates to JP so he can arrange for someone to attend to give out 

surveys.           

   

6. Updated email addresses 

HH asked if anyone had got or changed their email addresses as it may be easier 

for her to send out the minutes etc. 6 members left their email addresses and HH 

will contact the non-attenders. 

 

7. Any other business 

 LA said that she had been called by the surgery on 2 different occasions 

and had not been advised on either that calls were being recorded for 

medico/legal purposes. HH will advise staff that his must be adhered to.    

 BS asked DJ if anything had been done about the wasted space in the 

building but GB advised this was a difficult situation as we only rent the 

building.   

 

Date of next meeting – 11th October 2018 @ 12 noon. 



 

 

 

 

 


